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The image on the left is the PDF document and the image on the right is the generated HTML. Is it possible to do this using only
C++? My platform is Windows. A: using std::map; auto url = /*... */; auto doc = QtCore::QByteArray(url.toUtf8()); const

QUrl& location = *url; const QByteArray& data = url.fromLocalFile(); QImage img(doc); // Do something with the image...
//... and then: const QString imageUrl = QUrl::fromLocalFile(url.toLocalFile()); const QUrl& targetUrl = *location; const auto

key = location.toLocalFile(); const auto parent = parentUrl.toLocalFile(); //... and then do what you like in here... Note that
you'll need to manually take care of the anchor by yourself. I.e. you'll need to manually rewrite it. Q: How to rewrite the script

using array Hi i have a script below that i am trying to rewrite it using an array but i am getting the "cannot load resource" error i
thought by rewriting it in different method the error should have gone away so i could make another one so this code is

supposed to upload the file and it get a random file name and it reads the file lines and than it says if line is empty then upload
file else append file to the other file. the code looks ok to me and i have changed the script to only get the random file name

from an array and that part of it is the part that throws the error. can somebody help me please and thanks for your time.
function createImage(uploadFile, fileName) { var file = uploadFile.files[0]; if(file.size > 20000000) return false; var formData

= new FormData(); formData.append('file', file); var http = new XMLHttpRequest(); http.open('POST', "");
http.send(formData);
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